
@Hotel Kea

A la carte Restaurant 
& Cocktail Lounge 

+ EVENTS



The Restaurant

Our menu has been carefully
created by our chefs to represent

the fusion of the very best that
Scandinavian and French culinary
arts have to offer. This casual fine
dining restaurant loves to conjure
up creative dishes, mostly from

local ingredients available at any
given time. 

 
We do make it a point to reduce

selection anxiety by offering
smaller courses,

so that you can indulge your
senses by having a few, rather

than just one. While doing that we
still want our guests to enjoy the
selections of different types of
steaks in both large and small

sizes. 

APPETIZERS 
STEAKS 

LOCAL FISH
FRIENDLY 

Have a look at our menu & 
make a reservation online

www.mulaberg.is



Cocktail Lounge

Múlaberg has a buzzing cocktail bar, where
tremendous effort has been put into creating

fun and delicious cocktails with delightful twists. 
Our wine list has a great variety of wines,

carefully selected to complement our menu.
 

We are proud to provide a vide selection in both
alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages and cocktails. 

check us out 
on insta !

@mulaberg



EVENTS & CATERING

Additional to a Restaurant

Múlaberg has a large space for catering events.  
For a long time Mulaberg & Hotel Kea have been known for their
elegant celebrations, first class food and professional services. 
    That said - We are at your service!



EVENTS & CATERING
What we do

MEETINGS

LECTURES 

CONFERENCES

COCKTAIL PARTIES
RECEPTIONS
COMPANY RETREATS

WEDDINGS
CONCERTS

GROUP LUNCH & DINNERS

SEMINARS FOR GROUPS  
Cocktail Mixologist - Gin Mixologist - Wine beginners 

What do you have in mind for your event? 
Let us know what you want and we will make it happen!   

We take pride in
offering solutions that

include everything
from overnight

accommodation and
catering - up to big
conferences and

events



EVENTS & CATERING
VENUE

- Múlaberg restaurant
 handles all bookings and
catering for meeting rooms
and event venue. 

- We are equipped with three
meeting and event rooms in
total that can be connected
together for larger events.

-  We take pride in catering all
types of events! 

Entrance

BA
R

Room
Vaðlaberg

Max. 50 pax

Room
Stuðlaberg
Max. 40 pax

Room
Hlíðaberg
Max. 40 pax

 All rooms combined: 
130-180 pax

Maximum capacity depends on: Type of event

Maximum Capacity

Please note that the maximum 
capacity noted in the rooms is meant
for conference (with tables + chairs). 

Should you have a different event, 
the maximum capacity may differ.

ROOM PLAN



EVENTS & CATERING

BOOKINGS &
RESERVATIONS

OUR WEBSITE: 
www.mulaberg.is

mulabergbistrobarmulaberg

EVENTS & CATERING

- Reservations Online
- Lunch & Dinner Menu
- Cocktail & Wine Menu

- Offers & Opening Hours

CONTACT US: 
mulaberg@mulaberg.is

For any additional information, bookings
or other inquiries. 

 
Should you need to reach us soon

please stop by the restaurant or call us 

+354 460 2020


